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BEFORE THE MEMBER ::::::::::: MACT ::::::::::: DHUBRI

MAC Case No.286/2015

Parties:-

1.Anora Begum
W/O: Late Nur Hussain
2.Abdul Goni Mollah @ Abdul Goni
S/O: Late Mofed Mollah @ Sabat
3.Kamala Bibi
W/O: Abdul Goni Mollah
4.Anowar Hussain
S/O: Late Nur Hussain
5.Nurjahanara Khatun
D/O: Late Nur Hussain
6.Nur Nehar Yasmin
D/O: Late Nur Hussain
7.Minara Khatun
D/O: Late Nur Hussain
All are R/O:
VILL: Tokrabandha (Sonamukhi)
P.S: Tokrabandha
P.S: Chapar
Dist: Dhubri, Assam
Present Address:
VILL: Bamungaon Part-I
P.S: Chapar
Dist: Dhubri, Assam

..Claimants

Vs.

1.Akramul Hoque

(Owner of the Truck No.AS-17-B/4896)

2.Mostafizur Rahman
(Driver of the Truck No.AS-17-B/4896)

3.National Insurance Company Limited
(Insurer of the Truck No.AS-17-B/4896)

4.Habib Hasan Ezaz Ali
(Owner of the Bolero No.AS-16-B/2662)

5.The Oriental Insurance Company Limited
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(Insurer of the Bolero No.AS-16-B/2662) ..Opp.

Parties 

Present: - Sri Anup Narayan Ghosh, Member, MACT, Dhubri 

Appearance:-

Sri P. Patwary & Sri Sunil Agarwala, Advocates for the claimants

Sri M. Mondal, Advocate for OP No.1 & 2

Sri B.N. Agarwal, Advocate for OP No.3 & 5

Sri R. Gupta, Advocate for OP No.4

Date of argument:  24-04-2019

Date of judgment:  21-05-2019

Judgment 

This claim petition has been filed by the claimants U/s.

166 of M.V. Act for granting compensation in respect of motor vehicular

accident  which  occurred  on  26-07-2014  at  about  5:30  A.M.  over

Naranarayan  Setu  Bridge Pancharatna  under  Goalpara  P.S.  in  the

district of Goalpara, Assam.
Claimants’  case  in  brief  was  that  on  26-07-2014  while

husband of the claimant No.1 was travelling as an occupant by the

Bolero vehicle No.AS-16-B/2662 from Guwahati towards Bilasipara but

as the vehicle reached over Naranarayan Setu at Pancharatna under

Goalpara P.S. in the district of Goalpara, Assam at about 5:30 P.M. one

truck bearing registration No.AS-17-B/4896 being driven by its driver in

a  very  rash  and  negligent  manner  dashed  the  Bolero  vehicle  from

behind.   As  a  result  husband  of  the  claimant  No.1  had  sustained

multiple  grievous  injuries  and  became  senseless  and  in  the  said

accident Bolero vehicle was also completely damaged.  
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Claimants’ side further stated in their claim petition that

after  the accident  police  personal  from Goalpara P.S.  rushed to  the

place  of  occurrence  and  with  the  help  of  local  people  and  eye

witnesses of the accident rescued the husband of the claimant No.1

from Bolero vehicle and took him in a very serious condition to Solace

Hospital,  Goalpara  but  immediately  injured  was  referred  to  GNRC,

Guwahati where he was admitted as indoor patient for treatment but

ultimately husband of the claimant No.1 succumbed to his injuries after

12 days of treatment on 07-08-2014.  Necessary P.M. examination was

conducted at GMCH, Guwahati.  Driver of the Bolero vehicle also died

in the said accident.
Claimants’ side further stated in their claim petition that

accident took place due to rash and negligent driving by the driver of

the truck No.AS-17-B/4896 and it was duly investigated by police and

accordingly  Goalpara  P.S.  Case  No.512/14  U/s.  279/304-A  IPC  was

registered against the driver of the offending truck.  Claimants’ side

further stated in their claim petition that there was no fault on the part

of the driver of the Bolero vehicle in driving his vehicle.  
Claimants’ side further stated in their claim petition that

deceased  was  32  years  of  age  at  the  time  of  accident  and  was

employed  as  Supervisor  of  one  Stone  Quarry  namely  Continental

Trader  situated at village Sonamukhi in the district of Dhubri, Assam

and thereby used to draw monthly salary of Rs. 9,000/-.  Claimants’

side further stated in their claim petition that deceased was the sole

earning  member  of  their  family  consisting  of  claimant  No.1  his  old

ailing parents, one minor son and three minor daughters and all are

depending upon on earnings of the deceased but due to his sudden

demise there is none to look after their family and they are running the

family with acute financial hardship and borrowing from others.  
Claimants’ side further stated in their claim petition that

they had incurred an expenditure amounting to Rs. 5,30,000/- for the

medical treatment of the deceased prior to his death, Rs. 70,000/- after

his death for carrying dead body and burial expenses.  Claimant prayed

before  the  Hon’ble  Court  to  award  compensation  amounting  to  Rs.
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30,00,000/- along with interest @ 9% as compensation for the death of

husband of the claimant No.1 in a motor vehicular accident. 
On  receipt  of  this  claim  petition  an  MAC  Case  was

registered and summon was issued to opposite parties.  On receipt of

the summon OP No.1 owner of the truck No.AS-17-B/4896 and OP No.2

driver  of  the  truck  No.AS-17-B/4896  had  appeared  through  their

learned counsel and filed written statement.  OP No.3 insurer of Truck

No.AS-17-B/4896 had appeared through his counsel and filed written

statement.  OP No.4 owner of Bolero No.AS-16-B/2662 had appeared

and filed written statement.   OP No.5  insurer  of  the  Bolero  vehicle

No.AS-16-B/2662 had appeared through their counsel and filed written

statement.  The main contentions of written statement submitted by

OP No.1 & 2 are as follows:
That there is no cause of action for this claim against the

answering  OP,  that  the  present  case  is  not  maintainable  in  this

tribunal, that claim petition is also hit by principle of estoppels, waiver

and acquiescence, hence claim petition is liable to be dismissed, that

so far  as the para-1 to 7  of  the claim petition OP has no personal

knowledge about the truthfulness of the statement and as such burden

of proof is shifted on the claimant, that as regard of the contents of

para-11, 12 & 13 of the claim petition, OP have no personal knowledge

about the truthfulness of the statement and as such burden of proof is

shifted upon the  claimant,  that  at  the  time of  accident  the  vehicle

bearing registration No.AS-17-B/4896 was running with valid document

as required and duly insured with National Insurance Company Limited

and  validity  period  is  effect  from  12-07-2014  to  11-07-2015,  as

accident  took  place  on  26-07-2014  so  insurance  company  is  valid

covering the date of the accident, that the contents of para-22 of the

claim petition  is  partly  admitted  and  partly  denied  as  because  the

accident was not took place due to rash and negligent driving of the

driver of the said vehicle No.AS-17-B/4896, that the answering OP No.1

& 2 may filed additional statement, if required, in future.  OP No.1 & 2

prayed before the Hon’ble Court to pass an order exempting OP No.1 &

2 from liability to pay any compensation to the claimants.
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OP  No.3  insurer  of  the  Truck  No.AS-17-B/4896  had

appeared through his counsel and filed written statement.  The main

contentions  of  the  written  statement  submitted  by  OP  No.3  are  as

follows:
That  all  the  materials  allegations  made  in  the  claim

petition is false and petition is not maintainable either on facts or in

law against the answering OP, that so far as the statement made in

para-3 is concerned as regarding age of the deceased answering OP

denies the same in view of the facts that claimant failed to produce

certificate of age, voter list, etc before this tribunal to substantiate his

claim, that so far as the statement made in para-4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 are

concerned answering OP beg to states that claimants should produce

all documentary evidence such as address proof, income proof, etc in

support of their claim, otherwise answering OP denies the same, that

so far as the statement made in para-11, 12 & 13 are concerned the

answering OP stated that these are all matters of record and put the

claimant to strict proof thereof, that the accident took place not due to

rash and negligent driving by the driver of the Truck No.AS17-B/4896

as alleged and it is denied that said Truck dashed the Bolero vehicle

No.AS-16-B/2662 from behind and so the OP No.5 Oriental Insurance

Company Limited insurer  of  the Bolero vehicle  is  also  liable  to  pay

compensation, that OP No.3 humbly submits that as per Section 134

(c) of the M.V. Act it is the mandatory duty of the insured to furnish the

particulars of policy, date, time and place of accident, particulars of

deceased and name of the driver and particulars of driving licence but

insured owner of the vehicle herein does not comply with the statutory

demand, hence OP No.3 is  not liable to  pay any compensation and

claim petition is liable to be dismissed against the answering OP for

non compliance of statutory demand, that answering OP also likes to

state that driver of the vehicle did not have valid & effective driving

licence to drive the vehicle and knowing the same owner of the vehicle

allowed the said driver to drove the vehicle and it is found that driver

was not having valid & effective driving licence in that case with OP

and OP is not liable to pay any compensation.  OP prayed before the
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Hon’ble Court to dismiss the claim petition in favour of the answering

OP holding that they are not liable to compensate the claimant and

exonerate this OP from liability.
OP No.4 owner of the Bolero vehicle No.AS-16-B/2662 had

appeared through his counsel and filed written statement.  The main

contentions  of  the  written  statement  submitted  by  OP  No.4  are  as

follows:
That there is no cause of action for the claim against the

owner  i.e.  pro-forma  OP  No.4,  that  the  claim  petition  claiming

compensation is not maintainable in its present form and manner, that

the  claim  petition  is  hit  by  principle  of  estoppels,  waiver  and

acquiescence, that this claim petition is bad for non-joinder and mis-

joinder of OP, that the answering OP admits that he was the owner of

the  Bolero  vehicle  No.AS-16-B/2662  and  the  said  vehicle  was  duly

insured with Oriental Insurance Company Limited and insurance policy

is  valid  covering  the  date  of  the  accident.   OP  prayed  before  the

Hon’ble Court to accept the written statement submitted by him and

further  will  pleased  to  exempt  OP  No.4  from  liability  to  pay  any

compensation to the claimant.
OP  No.5  insurer  of  the  Bolero  No.AS-16-B/2662  had

appeared through his counsel and filed written statement.  The main

contentions  of  the  written  statement  submitted  by  OP  No.5  are  as

follows:
That all the material allegations made in the claim petition

is false and petition is not maintainable either on facts or in law and

there is no cause of action against the answering OP, that save except

what has been specifically admitted in the written statement and rest

of the statement made in the claim petition are not admitted in view of

the facts that insurance company has no personal knowledge of such

statement and hence denies the same, that so far as the statement

made  in  para-3  is  concerned  as  regarding  age  of  the  deceased

answering OP denies the same in view of the facts that claimant failed

to produce the certificate of age, voter list, etc before this tribunal to

substantiate their claim, that OP likes to states that accident took place

due to  high  speed,  rash  and negligent  driving  by  the driver  of  the
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heavy  Truck  No.AS-17-B/4896  and  same  clearly  mentioned  by  the

claimant in para-22 of the claim petition and the said truck insured was

insured with  National  Insurance Company Limited and driver  of  the

said  heavy  Truck  No.AS-17-B/4896  contributed  cent  percent  to  the

cause of accident, so OP insurance company is not liable to pay any

compensation and OP insurance company exonerate from liability to

pay any compensation to the claimant, that this claim petition is bad

for non-joinder and mis-joinder of necessary parties, that the OP No.5

humbly submits that as per Section 134 (c) of M.V. Act, 1988 it is the

mandatory duty of the insured herein to furnish the particulars of the

policy, date, time and place of accident, particulars of deceased and

name of the driver and particulars of driving licence but the insured

owner of Bolero vehicle No.AS-16-B/2662 herein has not complied with

the  statutory  demand  and  hence  OP  No.5  is  not  liable  to  pay  any

compensation and claim petition is liable to be dismissed against the

answering OP, that OP No.5 further submits that as per Section 158 (6)

of M.V. Act it is the mandatory duty of the concerned police station to

forward all the relevant documents to the concerned insurer within 30

days  from  the  date  of  information  but  the  Goalpara  P.S.  failed  to

forward the documents and not complied with the statutory demand,

that OP No.5 is not aware that the deceased was aged about 32 years

hence claimant  is required to strict proof thereof with documentary

proof,  that  answering OP does  not  admit  and denies  the  allegation

regarding the manner in which alleged accident said to have occurred,

that  the  allegation  that  on  26-07-2014  at  about  5:30  P.M.  over

Naranarayan Setu at Pancharatna an accident took place involving the

alleged Bolero vehicle No.AS-16-B/2662 is denied by the OP No.5, that

OP does not admit and denies that Goalpara P.S. had registered a case

vide No.512/14 U/s.  279/304-A IPC against the driver of the vehicle,

hence claimant  may be directed to produce the FIR,  Charge Sheet,

Police Report, Medical Certificate, P.M. Report, Seizure List, etc, that as

regards the statement made in para-16 is concerned OP states that

facts of insurance may be proved by the policy of insurance and same

always remain with the owner.  Further, the claimant failed to give any
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policy  number,  validity  of  policy  and  particulars  of  policy  number,

office, etc so that at this stage OP denies that alleged Bolero No.AS-16-

B/2662 is not involved in the accident.  So claimant may be directed to

produce better particulars with documentary evidence regarding policy

details including full address of the policy issuing office and policy copy.

OP No.5 further stated that the driver of the Bolero vehicle No.AS-16-

B/2662 did not have valid and effective driving licence to drive the

vehicle so the claimant  may kindly directed to produce the original

driving  licence  for  verification  from  the  concerned  DTO  and  the

claimant also have to prove that there was violation of any of the terms

and conditions of the insurance policy by the owner and driver of the

Bolero  vehicle  No.AS-16-B/2662  and  failing  which  OP  insurance

company is not liable to pay any compensation.  OP prayed before the

Hon’ble Court to dismiss the claim petition in favour of the answering

OP  holding  that  OP  is  not  liable  to  pay  any  compensation  to  the

claimant.  
After  going  through  the  pleadings  of  both  sides  my

learned predecessor had framed following issues.
1 Whether  the  accident  took  place  due  to  rash  and

negligent  driving  of  the  vehicle  No.AS-17-B/4896

(Truck) and AS-16-B/2662 (Bolero) and claimant’s wife

died due to the said accident?
2 Whether the offending vehicle was duly insured with

National  Insurance  Company  Limited  and  Oriental

Insurance Company Limited at the time of accident?
3 What shall be the just and proper compensation and

by whom payable? 
4 Whether the claimant is  entitled to get the relief  as

prayed for?

DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF

ISSUE No. 1 to 4: As all these issues are inter-related so

they are taken up together for discussion and decision.
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In this case claimant side had examined two witnesses.

OP insurance company did not adduce any evidence.  

Heard arguments on behalf of both sides.

The evidence led by claimant side are briefly discussed.

CW-1  Anowara  Begum  wife  of  the  deceased  in  her

evidence on affidavit had stated that she had filed this case along with

her  father in  law and mother  in  law claiming compensation for  the

death  of  her  husband  Nur  Hussain  who  died  in  a  motor  vehicular

accident which took place on 26-07-2014 under Gaolpara P.S. in the

district  of  Goalpara,  Assam.  She further  stated in  her  evidence on

affidavit  on  26-07-2014  while  her  husband  was  travelling  as  an

occupant in a Bolero vehicle bearing registration No.AS-16-B/2662 from

Guwahati  towards  Bilasipara.   When  the  said  vehicle  reached  near

Naranarayan Setu Pancharatna under Goalpara P.S.  in the district  of

Goalpara,  Assam at  about  5:30  A.M.  one  truck  bearing  registration

No.AS-17-b/4896 driven by its driver in very rash and negligent manner

dashed  the  Bolero  vehicle  from  behind.   As  a  result  her  husband

sustained multiple grievous injuries and became senseless inside the

vehicle.  The Bolero was completely damaged in the accident.

She further stated in her evidence on affidavit that after

the accident police personal from Goalpara P.S. rushed to the place of

accident and with the help of local people and eye witnesses of the

accident  rescued her  husband  from Bolero  and  took  him in  a  very

serious condition to Solace Hospital in Goalpara but her husband was

referred to GNRC, Guwahati where he was admitted as indoor patient

for treatment and ultimately succumbed to his injuries after 12 days of

treatment on 07-08-2014.  Necessary P.M. examination was conducted

at GMCH, Guwahati.  Driver of the Bolero vehicle also died in the said

accident.  

 She  further  stated  in  her  evidence  on  affidavit  that

accident took place due to rash and negligent driving by the driver of
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the truck No.AS-17-B/4896 only and it was duly investigated by police

vide Goalpara P.S. Case No.512/14 U/s. 279/304-A IPC was registered

against the driver of the offending truck.  There was no fault on the

part of the driver of the Bolero in driving his vehicle resulting the said

accident.  

 She further  stated in his  evidence on affidavit  that  her

husband was 32 years old and was employed as a Supervisor of one

stone quarry namely Continental Trader situated at village Sonamukhi,

Dhubri, Assam and used to draw monthly salary of Rs. 9,000/-.  Victim

was the sole earning member of the family consisting of herself his old

ailing parents, one minor son and three minor daughters and all the

dependents upon the income of the deceased.  She further stated in

her evidence on affidavit that she had incurred an expenditure of Rs.

5,30,000/- for medical treatment of her husband prior to his death, Rs.

70,000/-  for  carrying  dead  body  and  burial  expenses.   She  prayed

before  the  Hon’ble  Court  to  award  Rs.  30,00,000/-  along  with  9%

interest  as  compensation  for  the  death  of  her  husband in  a  motor

vehicular accident.

Claimant  through  her  evidence  had  exhibited  the

following documents.  Ext-1 Referral Slip of Solace Hospital & Research

Centre,  Goalpara,  Assam,  ext-2  CT  Scan  Report  of  Solace  Hospital,

Goalpara,  ext-3  Death  Slip  of  GNRC,  Guwahati,  ext-4  Diet  Chart  of

GNRC, Guwahati, ext-5 to 27 are Medical Examination Reports, ext-28

ECG Report of GNRC, Guwahati, ext-29 to 65 are Medical Prescriptions,

ext-66 to 129 are Medical Expense Vouchers of Rs. 3,25,917.89 paisa,

ext-130 is Employment cum Salary Certificate of the victim, ext-131 is

the Accident Information Report in Form No.54, ext-132 is the certified

copy of P.M. Report.

Learned  counsel  on  behalf  of  both  the  insurance

companies had cross examined the witness commonly.  In her cross

examination she had stated that she cannot able to say respective age

of her father in law and mother in law.  She further admitted in her
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cross examination that there are family ration cards of her father in law

and mother in law.  She further stated in her cross examination that

she had not filed voter identity cards of her in laws in the court.  She

further stated in her cross examination that both her father in law and

mother  in  law jointly  filed this  claim petition with  her.   She further

stated  in  her  cross  examination  that  she  had  one  son  and  three

daughters but she had not submitted their respective birth certificates

in the court.  She denied in her cross examination that all her sons and

daughters  are  major  now  and  to  suppress  the  truth  she  had  not

submitted birth certificate of their children in the court.  She further

stated in her cross examination that her husband had voter identity

card, ration card, etc.  She further stated in her cross examination that

age mentioned in the voter identity card and voter identity card are 40

years.  She further stated in her cross examination that at the time of

P.M. examination she was present in the hospital.  She further admitted

in her cross examination that doctor had mentioned the age of  the

deceased in the P.M. Report as being told by her.  She further stated in

her cross examination that her elder son was born a year after the

marriage.  She denied in her cross examination that accident had taken

place as a result of head on collision between the bus my husband was

travelling as a passenger and truck that hit the bus.  She denied in her

cross examination that truck did not hit the Bolero from back side.  She

denied in her cross examination that expense vouchers in connection

with  medical  treatment  of  her  husband  do  not  show  the  seal  and

signature of the issuing authority.  She denied in her cross examination

that  expense  vouchers  regarding  treatment  of  her  husband  are  all

fabricated documents.  She also denied in her cross examination that

salary certificate exhibited by her vide ext-130 is also fabricated.  She

further stated in her cross examination that one Dutta Babu was the

owner  of  the  Stone  Quarry  where  her  husband  was  working  as  a

Supervisor.  Ext-130 does not bear the date of issue.  She denied in her

cross examination that ext-130 is a false document.  She also denied in

her  cross  examination  that  her  husband  was  not  a  Supervisor  in  a

Stone Quarry.  She further admitted in her cross examination that she
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has not  submitted FIR,  Charge Sheet,  Seizure List  in  respect  of  the

criminal case initiated against the driver of the offending vehicle.  She

further  stated in  her  cross examination that  she had no knowledge

whether police had submitted charge sheet in this case.  She denied in

her cross examination that accident had taken place due to negligence

of her deceased husband and not due to negligence of the driver of the

truck.

CW-2 Dutbar Ali  in his evidence on affidavit had stated

that he knows the deceased as well  as claimants of  this case.   He

further stated in his evidence on affidavit that on 26-07-2014 while he

was driving his truck from Sonamukhi towards Goalpara and when he

reached near Naranarayan Setu Bridge at Pancharatna under Goalpara

P.S.  in the district of  Goalpara,  Assam at about 5:30 A.M. one truck

bearing registration No.AS-17-B/4896 which was driven by its driver in

a high speed and reckless manner dashed against one Bolero vehicle

bearing registration No.AS-16-B/2662 from behind in which victim was

travelling as an occupant.    As a result  of  the said  accident  victim

sustained multiple grievous injuries and became senseless at the place

of occurrence.  

 He further stated in his evidence on affidavit that after the

accident  local  people  gathered  there  and  police  personals  from

Goalpara  P.S.  also  rushed  to  the  place  of  occurrence  and  took  the

injured in a very serious condition in Goalpara Hospital but considering

the seriousness of injuries sustained by the injured, injured was shifted

to Guwahati but unfortunately he died after 12 days of treatment.  He

further stated in his evidence on affidavit that accident took place due

to  rash  and  negligent  driving  by  the  driver  of  the  offending  truck

bearing registration No.AS-17-B/4896 and it was duly investigated by

the police vide Goalpaa P.S. Case No.512/14 U/s. 279/304-A IPC against

the driver of the offending truck.  There was no fault on the part of the

driver of the Bolero in driving in his vehicle.  Only for the fault of the

driver of the truck the accident took place.
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Learned counsel on behalf of National Insurance Company

Limited  had  cross  examined  the  said  witness  and  in  his  cross

examination he had stated that he did not witness the said accident.

At the time of accident he was about 20 meters away from the place of

occurrence.  He denied in his cross examination that the truck did not

hit the Bolero vehicle from behind.  It is not a fact that there was head

on collision between truck and the Bolero vehicle.  He also denied in

his cross examination that duet o negligence of the driver of the Bolero

the accident had taken place.  He denied in his cross examination the

deceased was not a passenger of the Bolero vehicle.  He further stated

in  his  cross examination  that  deceased was first  taken to  Goalpara

Hospital for treatment.  He denied in his cross examination that he had

no knowledge in respect of the aforesaid accident.  He also denied that

that police did not record his statement at the time of investigation in

the connected GR Case.  He denied in his cross examination that he

had deposed falsely in this case.

Perused  the  evidence  adduced  by  the  claimant  side

minutely.

Heard arguments on behalf of both sides.

Perused also exhibited documents minutely.

In  the  instant  case  claimant  side  had  exhibited  Form

No.54 vide ext-131.  As per Form No.54 vehicle No.AS-17-B/4896 truck

was insured with National Insurance Company Limited, Beltola Branch

and  police  is  valid  with  effect  from 21-10-2013  to  20-10-2014  and

another  vehicle  bearing  registration  No.AS-16-B/2662  Bolero  was

insured with Oriental Insurance Company Limited, Dhubri Branch and

insurance policy is valid with effect from 12-07-2014 to midnight to 11-

07-2015 and other vehicular documents like registration certificate of

both the vehicles and driving licence of  both the vehicles are  valid

covering the date of the accident.  So, both the insurance are liable to

pay compensation.  
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 Claimant side had exhibited P.M. Report vide ext-132.  As

per P.M. Report age of the deceased at the time of accident was 32

years.   But  wife  of  the  deceased  herself  admitted  in  her  cross

examination that doctor had given the age of the deceased in the P.M.

Report  as  stated  by  her.   Claimant  side  had  not  submitted  any

authentic age proof document like ration card, voter identity card to

prove the actual age of the deceased at the time of accident.  Doctor

had mentioned the age of the deceased as guess.  Learned counsel on

behalf of insurance company had suggested to the witness i.e. wife of

the deceased that age of the deceased at the time of accident will be

40 years.  As claimant had failed to produce any authentic document

to prove the actual age of the deceased at the time of accident so I

assess the age of the deceased will be 36 years and multiplier 15 will

be applicable in this case as per decision of the Hon’ble Supreme Court

decided in Civil  Appeal  No.3483 of  2008,  Sarla Verma & Others Vs.

Delhi  Transport  Corporation  &  Others  decided  by  Hon’ble  Supreme

Court on 15th April, 2009.

Regarding  income  claimant  side  had  mentioned  that

deceased was a Supervisor  working in a Stone Quarry and used to

draw of Rs. 9,000/- per month.  Claimant side had exhibited the said

document vide ext-130.  Although claimant side had exhibited the said

document  but  the  author  of  the  said  certificate  i.e.  owner  of  the

Continental Trader did not appear in the court and exhibited the said

document.  So, OP insurance company could not get any opportunity to

cross examine author of the said document regarding actual income of

the deceased before the accident.  So, claimant could not prove the

said document by producing author of the said document.  So, I treat

the income of the deceased notionally at Rs. 4,000/- per month and

accordingly  his  annual  income  comes  to  Rs.  4,000/-  X  12  =  Rs.

48,000/-.

As per claim petition deceased left behind seven persons

dependent.  Out of which No.1 is the wife of the deceased and No.3 is

the mother of the deceased as mentioned in the para-22 of the claim
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petition.  As per decision of the Hon’ble Supreme court in the Sarla

Verma’s case father is not dependent upon the income of the deceased

as deceased had other brothers.  Others sons and daughters as per

claim  petition  are  minor  and  dependent  upon  the  income  of  the

deceased.  

Perused  the  decision  of  the  Hon’ble  Supreme  Court

decided in Civil  Appeal  No.3483 of  2008,  Sarla Verma & Others Vs.

Delhi Transport Corporation & Others.  In the said case Supreme Court

hold that where the number of dependent family members is 4 to 6,

1/4th is to be deducted towards the personal and living expenses.  

In  the  instant  case  deceased  left  behind  his  wife  and

mother and four minor son and daughters so as per decision of the

Hon’ble  Supreme Court  in  the Sarla  Verma’s  case 1/4 th is  deducted

towards the personal and living expenses.

Now,  1/4th of  Rs.  48,000/-  is  Rs.  12,000/-  and  after

deducting Rs. 12,000/- from Rs. 48,000/- it comes to Rs. 36,000/-. 

Now,  multiplying  Rs.  36,000/-  by  the  appropriate

multiplier 15, it comes to Rs. 36,000/- X 15 = Rs. 5,40,000/-. 

  Claimant  side  had  submitted  bills  and  vouchers

amounting  to  Rs.  3,25,917/-.   I  have  perused  the  said  bills  and

vouchers minutely.  I do not find any irregularity in the said bills and

vouchers.  So,  claimant is entitled to get Rs. 3,25,900/-  for  medical

expenses before his death.

Claimant side had submitted another decision of Hon’ble

Supreme  Court  decided  in  2017  (4)  TAC  673,  National  Insurance

Company Limited (Petitioner) Vs. Pranay Sethi & Others (Respondents).

In the said case Hon’ble Supreme Court gave some guidelines how to

calculate  compensation  under  the  conventional  heads.   As  per  the

aforesaid  citation claimant  is  entitled to  get  Rs.  15,000/-  under  the

head of loss of estate, Rs. 15,000/- under the head of funeral expenses.

As claimant had lost her husband due to said accident so claimant is
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entitled to get Rs. 40,000/- under the head of consortium.  Regarding

future prospects as deceased was getting fixed salary and age group is

below 40 years.  So, 40 is to be added in the established income of the

deceased towards future prospects.  Now, 40% of Rs. 5,40,000/- is Rs.

2,16,000/- and adding Rs. 2,16,000/- with Rs. 5,40,000/- it comes to Rs.

7,56,000/-.

In  the  instant  case  claimant  side  in  his  evidence  on

affidavit had mentioned that due to rash and negligent driving of the

truck the said accident took place and there was no fault on the part of

the driver of the Bolero in driving the vehicle.  But at the time of cross

examination counsel of the insurance company had suggested to the

said witness that accident had taken place due to head on collision

between the two vehicles.  Said witness also denied that driver of the

truck did not hit the Bolero from behind.

In  the  instant  case  claimant  side  had  not  submitted

Charge Sheet.  It is crystal clear from the FIR and evidence on record

that accident took place due to use of both the vehicles.  As claimant

had  not  submitted  Charge  Sheet  in  this  case  so  it  cannot  be

ascertained  police  after  investigation  found  materials  against  the

driver  of  which vehicles i.e.  Truck or  Bolero.   As Truck is  a  heavier

vehicle comparison to Bolero which is a light vehicle so insurer of both

the vehicles are liable to pay compensation to the claimant.  As insurer

of the Truck is a heavier vehicle so insurer of the Truck i.e. National

Insurance Company Limited OP No.3 is liable to pay compensation to

the tune of Rs. 60% to the total compensation amount and insurer of

the  Bolero  Vehicle  i.e.  Oriental  Insurance  Company  Limited  is  light

vehicle in comparison to the Truck is liable to pay 40% of the total

compensation amount.

Thus, in total, claimants are entitled to get Rs. 7,56,000/-

+ Rs. 3,25,900/- + Rs. 15,000/- + Rs. 15,000/- + Rs. 40,000/- = Rs.

11,51,900/- as compensation.
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OP No.3  &  OP  No.5  are  directed  to  pay  their  share  of

compensation along with 8% interest from the date of institution of this

case till realisation.

This MAC Case is accordingly disposed of.

ORDER 

In  the  result,  claim  petition  is  allowed  awarding  Rs.

11,51,900/- (Rupees Eleven Lakhs Fifty One Thousand Nine Hundred)

only  to  the  claimants  payable  by  OP  No.3,  M/s.  National  Insurance

Company  Limited  and  OP  No.5  M/s.  Oriental  Insurance  Company

Limited through separate account payee cheque in the proportion of 60

: 40.  An interest at the rate of 8% per annum is allowed on the total

compensation from the date of filing of claim petition i.e. 12-10-2015

till realisation.

      Given under my hand and seal of this court this 21st day of May,

2019

Member, MACT, Dhubri.       Member,  MACT,

Dhubri.

APPENDIX 

MAC Case No.286/2015

Claimant’s witness : CW-1 Anora Begum
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  CW-2 Dutbor Ali

 Exhibits 

Ext-1 Referral  Slip  of  Solace  Hospital,

Goalpara

Ext-2 C.T. Scan Report

Ext-3 Death Slip

Ext-4 Diet Chart

Ext-5 to 27 Medical Examination Reports

Ext-28 ECG Report

Ext-29 to 65 Medical Prescriptions

Ext-66 to 129 Medical Expense Vouchers

Ext-130 Employment cum Salary Certificate

Ext-131 Accident  Information  Report  in  Form

No.54

Ext-132 Certified copy of P.M. Report

   Member: MACT: Dhubri. 


